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Rehabilitation After Autologous
Chondrocyte Implantation for
Isolated Cartilage Defects of the Knee

M

Anja Hirschmüller,*y MD, Heiner Baur,z§ PhD, Sepp Braun,y MD, Peter C. Kreuz,|| MD, PhD,
Norbert P. Südkamp,y MD, PhD, and Philipp Niemeyer,y MD, PhD
Autologous chondrocyte implantation for treatment of isolated cartilage defects of the knee has become well established.
Although various publications report technical modifications, clinical results, and cell-related issues, little is known about appropriate and optimal rehabilitation after autologous chondrocyte implantation. This article reviews the literature on rehabilitation after
autologous chondrocyte implantation and presents a rehabilitation protocol that has been developed considering the best available evidence and has been successfully used for several years in a large number of patients who underwent autologous chondrocyte implantation for cartilage defects of the knee.
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goals have to be oriented toward the biologic remodeling of
the repair tissue. As it is well known that the process of
cartilage regeneration and differentiation takes up to 3
years,13 the rehabilitation process is often time-consuming
and challenging for patients and therapists. The satisfying
return to sports rates and especially the high durability of
sports participation of 96% after autologous chondrocyte
transplantation44 show that it is, nevertheless, worthwhile
to advocate ACI in even high-level athletes.
As surgical complications and failure of cartilage regeneration, including delamination, transplant hypertrophy,
or insufficient fusion, might sometimes be attributed to
inappropriate rehabilitation progress,45 a close individual
guidance of the patient as well as good interdisciplinary
teamwork are important for postoperative rehabilitation.
This article summarizes the literature available on
rehabilitation after ACI for cartilage defects of the knee
joint and presents a rehabilitation scheme that has been
used in our department for several years and has proven
to be reliable, efficient, and reproducible.27,48,64 The rehabilitation regimen was derived from the best evidence
available. We are aware of a lack of scientific proof for several recommendations given in this article and therefore
encourage clinical and preclinical studies on this topic
that might help to optimize rehabilitation and clinical outcome after ACI.

Autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) was introduced in
1994 by the Lars Peterson group as an innovative cell-based
treatment for isolated and circumscribed cartilage defects of
the knee.16,50 The procedure is indicated for symptomatic
International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) grade III or IV
lesions that are 2 to 3 cm2 (Figure 1). In the meantime, various
modifications of the original technique have been introduced
that have helped to improve clinical results and reduce the
incidence of characteristic complications, while making the
application of ACI easier (Figures 1 and 2).6,27,30,49,63,65
Nevertheless, researchers have continued to put their
major focus on the surgical technique over the past decade.
In contrast to this, many authors emphasize the importance
of adequate postoperative rehabilitation being an essential
part of successful cartilage repair using ACI.17,29,31,43 However, clinical and scientific evidence concerning rehabilitation after ACI is still elusive.21,69
As for most knee surgeries, return to full weightbearing,
the restitution of preoperative range of motion (ROM), the
restoration of muscle strength, and the recovery of neuromuscular control are the primary goals of postoperative
care after chondral restorative procedures of the knee. In
ACI, the rehabilitation measures used to achieve these
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GRAFT REMODELING AND CONSEQUENCES
FOR THE REHABILITATION PROCESS
With regard to the graft remodeling process and graft
maturation, different phases of postoperative treatment
and rehabilitation can be distinguished. Although most
surgeons base their rehabilitation protocol after ACI on
personal experience and individual, patient-specific factors, the following biologic basics of the technique will
guide the rehabilitation process.
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Figure 1. A full-thickness defect of the trochlea (grade III
according to the International Cartilage Repair Society, size
2 cm 3 1.5 cm), which is eligible for autologous chondrocyte
implantation.
The first 4 to 6 weeks are characterized by cell adhesion,
tissue fill of the defect, and production of specific matrix
markers. This stage is called the proliferation phase. A
bovine animal model has been used to demonstrate that
transplanted chondrocytes attach themselves to the underlying surface as early as 4 hours postoperatively. Positioning
of the patient can guide their direction of migration.62 During the first weeks after the transplantation, the consistency
of the defect fill is fluid-like. It is thus obvious that shear
forces will be deleterious to the transplant at that stage.
On the other hand, it is well known from the literature
that joint mobilization and partial loading is vital for the
nutrition of the chondrocytes, which is provided by diffusion
of synovial fluid.18,67 Passive ROM exercises should, therefore, postoperatively start as soon as tolerated, usually on
day 1. Passive joint mobilization can be achieved either by
using continuous passive motion (CPM) (Figure 3A), an isokinetic device, or by manual mobilization of the joint (Figure
3B).31,55 A study on patients having microfracture procedures showed an 85% satisfactory outcome in patients using
a CPM machine for 6 to 8 hours per day for 8 weeks, as compared with 55% satisfactory outcome in those patients who
did not use a CPM machine.59
Clinically, the proliferation phase is characterized by
wound healing, step-wise resorption of the intra-articular
effusion, and the restoration of joint homeostasis. This can
well be supported by cryotherapy and joint mobilization. As
cryotherapy positively influences postoperative pain and
effusion,53,54 cooling should begin immediately after the operation. Furthermore, cooling should avoid intraarticular hyperthermia as it has been shown that an increase
in joint temperature stimulates proteolytic enzymes and cytokines and thus is harmful to the articular cartilage.33,34,68
Further important rehabilitation objectives in this first
postoperative phase are the prevention of adhesions and
excessive scar tissue, the restoration of full extension,
and proper quadriceps activation. Physiotherapy measures

therefore include patella mobilization, passive ROM exercises, and isometric quadriceps strengthening. After completion of wound healing, aquatic therapy can be used for
early gait exercises.
During the transition stage (weeks 4-6 through week 12),
the chondrocytes differentiate, the collagen II framework is
built up, and proteoglycans form the cartilage matrix. The
repair tissue has a spongy consistency and increasingly
gains strength. Assuming a regular healing process, there
should be good integration of the transplant and good filling
of the defect after 8 weeks.7,15 Early complications including
incomplete defect filling or insufficient fusion of the regenerated cartilage and healthy cartilage may occur at that
stage.49 From now on, the rehabilitation protocol will be
focused on the restoration of full ROM, step-wise increase
in weightbearing, and gait rehabilitation. The remodeling
phase (months 3-6) is characterized by an increasingly organized structure of the tissue with the formation of matrix
protein crosslinks and the transplant develops an interface
to bone and adjacent cartilage.31 The consistency is increasingly firm and resembles gelatin at 3 to 6 months and soft
plastic after 6 months.31,51 During this phase, the focus of
the rehabilitation program shifts to muscle strengthening
and endurance as well as the return to functional training.
The final, maturation phase lasts for up to 2 to 3 years.
Matrix proteins stabilize in large aggregates and the collagen framework integrates in the subchondral bone. Rehabilitation concentrates on the restoration of full preoperative
skills and the return to sports.
Besides unspecific postoperative complications including arthrofibrosis, specific complications of ACI (symptomatic graft hypertrophy, disturbed fusion, delamination and
graft failure) have been described.49 The available studies
addressing these complications suggest that graft failure
most often is a multimodal process, contributing factors
being the localization of the defect, the type of the ACI,
patient age, the duration of symptoms, and prior surgical
procedures as well as the defect size.40,49 Other factors
(eg, smoking, high body mass index) are highly suspected
to have an influence as suggested from clinical and animal
studies.26,35 Concerning the influence of rehabilitation
measures on complications, the available data are sparse.
A case series of 45 soccer players reported ACI failure in
13% of patients.45 These failures were attributed to graft
delamination in 50%, all being associated with premature
weightbearing or a traumatic event.44 Patients with atraumatic failure had larger defects and longer duration of
symptoms whereas no influence of rehabilitation measures
was reported. It must thus be concluded that shear forces
to the transplant, especially in the early stages of rehabilitation, may lead to delamination and that the knee, therefore, should initially be protected to avoid them.

AVAILABLE EVIDENCE
Compared with the increasing number of high-quality studies on clinical outcome and basic science of ACI, there is limited evidence available for rehabilitation measures after this
procedure, which is based on a few randomized controlled
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Figure 2. The ACT-CS (autologous chondrocyte transplantation–collagen membrane seeding) technique uses a porcine collagen
type I/III membrane (Chondro-Gide, Geistlich, Wolhusen, Switzerland) for cell delivery. A, the rough cell-adherent side of the membrane and the smooth occlusive side. B, immediately before implantation, the chondrocytes are seeded on the rough side of the
membrane. After waiting for cell adherence for ~5 minutes, the cell matrix construct is transferred into the defect so that the
cell-seeded side of the membrane is directed toward the subchondral bone. C, the transplant is attached with single stitches to
the adjacent cartilage using PDS (polydioxanone) 6-0 suture material in this patellar lesion after traumatic patellar dislocation.

Figure 3. Early passive joint mobilization: A, continuous passive motion on the Arthromot (ORMED GmbH, Freiburg, Germany); B,
manual joint mobilization.

studies.69 Therefore, the recommendations given in this
paper are additionally based on the results of studies dealing with postoperative care after other joint procedures
and the rehabilitation of acute injuries where available.
Cryotherapy has shown its efficacy in the reduction of
pain and edema after total knee arthroplasty and anterior
cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction.54 The scientific
bases of the beneficial effect of cold therapy are the
decreased tissue metabolism, a decreased inflammatory
response, and a slowing of pain signal transmission.3,46 As
mentioned above, cryotherapy seems particularly important
after ACI as it is well proven that increase in joint temperature is deleterious to articular cartilage. Commercially
available cooling devices, providing a constant temperature
reduction, are therefore useful as the reactive hyperemia
occurring when using standard ice packs may be avoided.41
Positive effects of manual lymph drainage on pain and
effusion are well documented after acute ankle sprains
and after hindfoot operations, with the efficacy in sports
rehabilitation being mainly attributed to resolution of
enzyme serum levels associated with acute cell

damage.24,36 It is assumed that a loss of patellar mobility
may result in ROM restrictions and difficulties in quadriceps muscle-fiber recruitment. As soft tissue mobilization
is supposed to prevent adhesions and scarring, soft tissue
mobilization is widely used to prevent those complications,
even without scientific proof of its effectiveness.
Compared with this limited evidence, it is well
described that the controlled compression forces observed
during partial weightbearing as well as the diffusion of
synovial fluid achieved by passive joint mobilization are
vital for the nutrition and the differentiation of the chondrocytes.19,67 Partial weightbearing must therefore be
considered very important, although the amount of weightbearing is still a matter of controversial discussion. Traditionally, no weightbearing or only toe-touch weightbearing
was allowed for 4 to 6 weeks in femoral lesions, followed by
a step-wise increase to full weightbearing over the next 6
weeks.21,56 Now, various authors have proposed partial
loading with 15% to 25% body weight for 6 weeks beginning from week 2 followed by a gradual increase to full
weightbearing after 8 to 12 weeks.7,31,47 More recent
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studies even propose a gradual step-wise load increase
beginning from week 3 and reaching full weightbearing
after 6 to 12 weeks.47,58 In the last few years, those accelerated weightbearing protocols became justified by wellconducted clinical studies. A recent level 1 study showed
a significant reduction in joint effusion with early weightbearing without negative influences on bone-marrow edema
on MRI or functional outcome.69 The 2 studies by Ebert
et al22,23 additionally showed that patients rehabilitated
by an accelerated protocol achieved greater 6-minute walk
distances, greater daily activity levels, and a significantly
better improvement in knee pain at 12 weeks as well as
lower levels of gait dysfunction compared with the patients
obtaining a traditional protocol. An early start of partial
weightbearing therefore seems to be safe for the graft and
associated with a better clinical and functional outcome.
Aquatic therapy is very useful to initiate gait training as
the amount of weightbearing force is reduced to approximately 25% body weight when the patient is in the water
to the level of the axilla, and to 50% body weight when in
the water to the level of the waist.32
It has been shown for various other knee injuries that
preoperative quadriceps strength is a major predictor for
postoperative joint function.25 A recent publication on isokinetic strength measurements after ACI showed significant
reduction in total work on the operated leg compared with
the noninjured leg at 1, 2, and 8 years after surgery.39 Similar results were found in an as-yet unpublished study by
our group showing significantly lower isokinetic peak torque values at 60 deg/s and 180 deg/s on the operated leg 4
years after matrix-associated ACI. Both studies demonstrated that the deficits are more pronounced in knee extensors than in knee flexors. In our study, we furthermore
found that patients treated for patellofemoral cartilage
defects have greater strength deficits at 4 years than do
patients treated on the femoral condyle. Considering the
fact that quadriceps weakness is well associated with functional deficits of the lower extremity and that quadriceps
weakness is considered a primary risk factor for knee
pain, disability, and progression of joint damage,60,61,66
full restoration of quadriceps strength should be considered
a main goal of rehabilitation after ACI. We therefore recommend putting particular emphasis on the development of
individually adapted strength exercises at all stages of rehabilitation progress and starting isometric quadriceps
strength training postoperatively as soon as possible.
It has also been previously shown that proprioception is
impaired in patients with knee pain11 and various knee
joint disorders including osteoarthritis,10 ACL insufficiency,8,9,20 and patellofemoral pain syndrome.4 Roberts
et al57 showed that the extent of proprioceptive deficits in
ACL insufficiency is correlated with the concomitant cartilage lesions. Furthermore, it has been shown that high
activity levels before injury are related to better proprioception after injury and that proprioception is highly correlated to clinical outcome and patient satisfaction.28,57 As
there are, to our knowledge, no data on proprioception
and sensorimotor control in ACI patients available, speculation remains on the equal importance of proprioceptive
rehabilitation in these patients.

A recent systematic review on return to sports after different cartilage repair techniques including more than
1300 patients summarized postoperative sports participation after microfracture, autologous chondrocyte transplantation, and osteochondral transplantation.44 The
authors report an overall very high return to sports rates
after cartilage repair (73%). Patients treated with ACI
had the highest long-term durability of continued sports
participation (96%). It was also shown that ACI patients
had a significantly later return to sports (mean, 18 6 4
months; range, 12-36 months) compared with patients
who underwent the other surgical procedures (mean
7.5 6 2 months). Interestingly, the time to return to sports
was significantly shorter in competing compared with
recreational athletes and the overall return rates were significantly higher in competing athletes (71%-86% vs 19%29%). Furthermore, better filling of the defect was
observed in competitive athletes.12 Better compliance in
the rehabilitation process, high motivation, and better
access to rehabilitation facilities may be contributing to
this. Therefore, intensive and consequent realization of
the rehabilitation process can be considered highly important for the long-term outcome. On the other hand, traumatic delamination from graft hypertrophy is responsible
for up to 50% of failures after ACI in high-impact athletes,44,45 leading to the conclusion that caution is warranted when returning to high-impact sports.
In addition to this, Kreuz et al38 demonstrated that preinjury activity levels and sports participation in the later
phases of rehabilitation are important factors in the
improvement of long-term results after ACI of the knee.
They showed a high correlation between patients’ sports
activity level and their clinical scores at follow-up. Regarding the whole study period and the statistical evaluation,
they concluded that physical training should be carried
out for at least 3 years after surgery.

PROPOSED REHABILITATION PROTOCOL
Taking all the above-mentioned information into account,
the following rehabilitation protocol was introduced for
patients after ACI for isolated cartilage defects of the
knee joint (Table 1). Although we are aware that the presented protocol lacks high-level scientific evidence, it has
proven to be clinically efficient in many patients who
were followed up after ACI for cartilage defects of the
knee.37,48,64 Clinicians and physiotherapists have to be
aware that all rehabilitation protocols after ACI should
be considered guidelines rather than fixed protocols and
need to be adapted individually for every patient. In our
opinion, the rehabilitation process of ACI patients—even
for an ideal ‘‘standard patient’’—is one of the most individualized rehabilitation processes in orthopaedic surgery,
where intensive cooperation among surgeon, physiotherapist, athletic trainer, and patient is of crucial importance.
The patient should be well instructed and affiliated with
a rehabilitation center.
According to the biomechanical differences and the different cartilage loading of the patellofemoral and
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TABLE 1
Phases of the Proposed Rehabilitation Protocol for Tibiofemoral ACIa
Weightbearing, Mobilization, ROM
Proliferation phase
Day 1
Brace in full extension
Bed rest, accompanied mobilization
to toilet allowed
Partial WB (15 kg, crutches)
for 6 weeks
Day 2
Accompanied mobilization on crutches
for a short time
Removal of suction drain and
0° brace
Partial WB (15 kg, crutches)
for 6 weeks
ROM: free/0°/90°

From day 3

Partial WB (15 kg, crutches)
ROM: free/0°/90°

Weeks 4-6

Partial WB (15 kg, crutches)
ROM: free/0°/90°
Transition stage
From week 7
Step-wise increase to full WB
Full ROM

From week 9

Full WB
Free ROM

Remodeling phase
From week 12 Full WB
Free ROM

Measures

Cryotherapy (24 h)
Manual lymph drainage
Thrombosis prophylaxis exercises (ankle
plantar flexion and dorsiflexion)
Isometric quadriceps training
Cryotherapy (24 h)
Thrombosis prophylaxis exercises (every
hour if tolerated)
Isometric quadriceps training: 15 sec, no. of
repetitions adapted to discomfort and
edema (every hour if tolerated)
Gait training
CPM 0°-90° 4-8 h/day for 6 weeks
Active-assisted ROM exercises
Patella mobilization
Gait training including stairs
Active-assisted ROM exercises
PNF–pattern
Closed kinetic chain exercises
Cycling ergometer
Full active flexion
Closed kinetic chain exercises
Cycling ergometry
Sensorimotor training with increased loading
Core stability exercises, coordination
exercises
Intensive hypertrophy training including
OKC exercises and weight lifting
Stability exercise of increased load
Intensive training on maximum flexion
Maximum quadriceps strength training
Sport-specific exercises
Reactive training

Goals

Resorption of joint effusion
Full extension

Resorption of joint effusion
Full extension
Neuromuscular activation

Restoration of joint homeostasis
Prevention of gait dysbalances
and loss of muscular strangth

Normal gait pattern
Full ROM
Enhancement of muscular
strength and endurance
capacities
Maximum knee flexion
Stable gait pattern
Restoration of neuromuscular
control
Full recovery of neuromuscular
control and quadriceps
strength (.85% of
contralateral side)

a

ACI, autologous chondrocyte implantation; CPM, continuous passive motion; OKC, open kinetic chain; PNF, proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation; ROM, range of motion; WB, weightbearing.

tibiofemoral joint, different rehabilitation schemes for
patellofemoral ACI (PF-ACI) and for tibiofemoral ACI
(TF-ACI) are accepted by various authors.14,31,42 The selection of the rehabilitation protocol is based on defect characteristics (uncontained or contained), the site, and the
dimension of the ACI, which, of course, is determined
intraoperatively and defined by the operating surgeon.

Preoperative Phase
As mentioned earlier, preoperative quadriceps strength, proprioception, and sensorimotor control are important factors
for postoperative functional ability in patients with cartilage
defects. Therefore, the patients are instructed to perform preoperative quadriceps strength training and proprioceptive
exercises at least 3 times a week. Additionally, patient education about the surgical procedure and the rehabilitation process is highly important during this phase. Ideally,

preoperative strength training should be performed over 3
months. The minimum time required is 4 to 6 weeks to at
least induce an increase in maximal contractile muscle force
attributable to neuronal adaptations.1 The time needed for
cultivation of the chondrocytes after biopsy can be used perfectly to enhance patient muscle strength. Sedentary patients
or individuals to be considered novice to strength training regimens should train 2 to 3 times a week. A single training unit
should include free–weight lifting and machine exercises performed for 1 to 3 sets per exercise (2-3 minutes rest between
sets) at 60% to 70% of the individual’s 1-repetition maximum
(1 RM). Unilateral and bilateral single- and multiple-joint
exercises can be included. Multiple-joint exercises should be
preferred because of their functional relevance in activities
of daily living.5
If it is possible to extend the preoperative training phase
to 3 months, structural changes in the muscle architecture
including muscle fiber hypertrophy can be expected.2 To
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achieve progress in individuals with low sporting activity
levels toward intermediate or athletic populations, extending the number of training units to 4 to 6 per week is
required. Concentric, eccentric, and isometric muscle exercises should be included in the training routine to develop
all muscle contraction modes. Guidelines recommend triggering specific muscle hypertrophy responses in the
advanced training state by loading at a range of 70% to
100% of 1 RM. It is recommended to perform 1 to 12 repetitions per set for 3 to 6 sets, where the majority of training is
dedicated to 6 to 12 repetitions and less to 1 to 6 repetitions.

Early Phase (Weeks 1-6)
The main goals during the first 6 weeks of the rehabilitation process are to reduce intra-articular effusion, restore
full ROM, maintain patellar mobility, and avoid shear
forces on the transplantation site to allow graft integration. The surgeon will decide about restricting the ROM
and limitations of joint loading intraoperatively depending
on the size and the location of the lesion. Usually, the ROM
restriction is 30° for patellofemoral transplants and 90° for
femoral condyle transplants. This might be extended (eg,
in the rare cases of inferior patella pole lesions where the
restriction might initially be only 15° of flexion).
At the end of the operation, a suction drain is placed in
the contralateral suprapatellar recessus to not harm the
transplant, and the operated leg is wrapped with an elastic
bandage from the forefoot to the upper thigh. A knee immobilization brace locked in full extension (Medi Jeans, Medi,
Bayreuth, Germany [Figure 4]) is applied to prevent shear
forces to the transplant and a dislocation of the suction
drain when the patient is weaned from the anesthesia, is
sleeping, or is mobilized to the bathroom for the first
time where he or she might inadvertently flex the knee.
Additionally, an anatomically formed cryocuff device that
allows for continuous cooling at 15°C (Hilotherm, Hilotherm GmbH, Ludwigsburg, Germany [Figure 4]) is placed
into the brace promptly after surgery. With the help of this
system, the temperature applied to the knee joint is kept
constant at 15° for the first postoperative days, avoiding
the reactive hyperemia that is regularly seen in classic
ice therapy. Additionally, it provides pain relief and reduction of postoperative swelling. Postoperatively, bed rest is
recommended for the first 12 to 24 hours, mainly to avoid
massive swelling and to provide a maximum of safety during the period in which the chondrocytes adhere to the subchondral bone plate. The postoperative bandage is usually
left on for 36 to 48 hours. Whenever the patient is in control of his or her knee, the brace can be opened or removed
so that the knee can be positioned as comfortable, respecting the given ROM limits, of course. As early passive joint
mobilization is crucial for restoring full ROM and, as mentioned before, for the nutrition of the cartilage, passive
joint mobilization is started as early as 12 hours after surgery if tolerated (Figure 3). After removal of the suction
drain, usually on day 2, passive joint mobilization and
manual mobilization of the patella is increased. Continuous passive motion (Arthromot device) is recommended
for 6 to 8 hours per day, starting from 0° to 40° on day 1,

Figure 4. Patient equipped with our standard knee extension
brace (Medi Jeans) and a commercial cooling device (Hilotherm) that allows for continuous cooling at 15°C, so that
the periarticular temperature remains constant and reactive
hyperemia may be avoided.
progressing to 0° to 60° in tibiofemoral ACI (TF-ACI)
over the following days as tolerated (Figure 3A). Continuous passive motion is continued at home after discharge
from the hospital for 6 weeks postoperatively whereby
the ROM limit is extended to 60° in week 3 in PF-ACI
and to 90° in week 5 in both groups. Mobilization on
crutches is instructed by a well-trained physical therapist
on day 1 (Figure 5). With respect to the maintenance of
a normal gait pattern, partial weightbearing with 20% to
25% body weight is allowed immediately. Patients with
patellofemoral lesions are encouraged to carry out full
weightbearing in full extension of the knee as soon as there
is no more effusion. Active dorsiflexion and plantar flexion
exercises of the ankle are also instructed by the therapist
and should be done as often as possible to prevent thrombosis and encourage circulation. Manual lymph drainage
is performed once daily (Figure 6). Furthermore, patients
with TF-ACI are asked to perform isometric quadriceps
exercises to reduce joint effusion, while we recommend
being more restrictive with quadriceps exercises during
the first few days after ACI in patellofemoral lesions.
With the knee joint fully extended and dorsiflexed ankle,
the leg is lifted 10 cm and held in this position for 15 seconds (Figure 7). After gently putting the calf back down,
the quadriceps muscle is relaxed for 20 seconds and the
cycle starts again. Patients are asked to perform this isometric exercise 10 times (10 3 15 seconds, 20-second
pause) per hour during daytime. To avoid muscle dysbalance, we recommend isometric exercises of the antagonists (hamstrings) by pressing the dorsiflexed ankle
down on the mattress. During the following days, active
self-assisted ROM exercises (using the contralateral leg),
proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation (Figure 8), and
cross-education exercises (resistance training of contralateral leg) are introduced. Before discharge from the hospital, a brace limiting the knee joint range of motion to 90°
of flexion in TF-ACI and to 30° of flexion in PF-ACI (Collamed, Medi [Figure 9]) is fitted. The ROM limit is
extended to 60° 2 weeks postoperatively and to 90° 4 weeks
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Figure 7. Isometric quadriceps exercises to reduce joint effusion.
In the following weeks, closed kinetic chain exercises with
partial weightbearing as well as ergometer and treadmill
training (Figure 11) to maintain or regain cardiorespiratory
fitness (3 3 45 min/wk) are successively introduced depending on the subjective report of the patient’s symptoms and
objective clinical signs such as effusion and crepitation.
The main objective in the first rehabilitation phase should
be the restoration of joint balance. The absence of local
hyperthermia and swelling as well as full knee extension
are criteria for progression to the next phase.

Weeks 6 to 12
Figure 5. Mobilization on crutches is instructed on day 1.

Figure 6. Manual lymph drainage on day 2.
postoperatively in PF-ACI. In both groups the brace is
removed at the end of week 6. Full mobilization of the
patient under partial weightbearing (20%-25% body
weight), including climbing stairs, has to be achieved before
discharge from the hospital (Figure 10). Usually patients
are hospitalized for 5 days. After the completion of wound
healing, patients proceed to aquatic therapy (unloaded
gait and strength training and training of aerobic capacity).

Rehabilitation in the transition stage is focused on the restoration of full ROM and the step-wise increase in joint
loading. Further objectives are the enhancement of endurance capacity and the restoration of a normal gait pattern.
Strength and proprioceptive performance capacities are
addressed by closed kinetic chain exercises and sensorimotor training on unstable ground (Figure 12). In the beginning, ROM is restricted to 0° to 30° in PF-ACI and 0° to
60° in TF-ACI for strength training. Patients are more
and more directed toward increased active ROM exercises
and are weaned from the brace. Closed kinetic chain exercises are started with both legs and progressed to partialloaded single-leg exercises. Cycling is started about 4 weeks
postoperatively. An intensive gait rehabilitation program to
avoid asymmetrical gait patterns supports the transition to
full weightbearing. Sensorimotor training is progressed by
incremental coordinative exercises starting on even ground
and later on unstable ground (eg, Airex Balance Board [Figure 12], Thera-Band Stability Trainer, Thera-Band GmbH,
Hygenic Corporation, Akron, Ohio). Criteria for the transition to the next phase are full ROM, full weightbearing,
and an almost normal gait pattern.

Weeks 12 to 26
The phase from week 12 to week 26 is characterized by
strength training, maximum sensorimotor stimulation,
and the return to sports. Endurance training should be
performed for more than 60 minutes at least 3 times per
week.52 Besides indoor and outdoor cycling and walking on
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Figure 8. Proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation: leg pattern.

Figure 10. Full mobilization of the patient under partial
weightbearing (20%-25% body weight) including climbing
stairs has to be achieved before discharge from the hospital.
functional skills using balance boards, gymnastic balls, stability trainers, rocker and wobble boards, exercise bands, and so
forth. Six months postoperatively, light jogging and unidirectional sports-specific agility training may be initiated.

After Week 26

Figure 9. Flexible knee brace limiting the knee joint range of
motion to 90° flexion in tibiofemoral autologous chondrocyte
implantation (ACI) and 30° flexion in patellofemoral ACI (Medi
Collamed).
the treadmill or Nordic walking, rowing ergometers, elliptical
cross trainers, or steppers may be used. Full ROM (open
kinetic chain [OKC]) exercises are performed with an
increased load. Proprioceptive exercises focus on the full restoration of neuromuscular control by increasingly demanding

A step-wise return to sports is allowed depending on the
persisting side-to-side differences of the limbs and clinical
symptoms. Criteria for unrestricted sports performance
include being completely pain-free and having normal findings in the clinical examination of the knee joint as well as
an almost complete return of strength and sensorimotor
control, which should be verified before returning to sports.
Analogous to the rehabilitation after ACL reconstruction,
peak torque higher than 80% of the contralateral leg and
an almost normal proprioception are considered major prerequisites for the return to on-field physical activity. Proprioceptive capacities can be measured functionally by
the assessment of postural control (Posturomed, Haider
Bioswing, Pullenreuth, Germany). Concerning strength
performance, the required minimum strength of 80% of
the noninjured side may best be measured using an isokinetic device (eg, Contrex MJ, Dübendorf, Switzerland; Biodex System 4, Biodex Medical Systems, Shirley, New
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Figure 11. Early start of partial weightbearing treadmill training.
York; Cybex, CSMi, Stoughton, Massachusetts). Patients
are finally encouraged to maintain participation in sports
for at least 2 years after surgery.38 It seems obvious that
a healthy lifestyle contributes to a good long-term outcome
of ACI. It is therefore recommended that patients ideally follow general guidelines as outlined by the American College
of Sports Medicine (ACSM)52 long term after surgery and
not only for the scientifically proven 2-year period.38 Cardiorespiratory fitness should be trained 3 to 5 times per week
with cyclic movements involving big muscle groups (walking, running, cycling, cross-country skiing, and aqua fitness) at 55% to 90% of the individual maximal heart rate.
Every training unit should last at least 20 minutes and
can be extended up to 60 minutes. Besides cardiorespiratory
fitness, muscular strength is the other key component that
should be trained 2 to 3 times per week with 8 to 10 exercises involving functional exercises using the full ROM possible. Training has to be split up into 2 to 3 sets with 6 to 8
or 8 to 12 repetitions of 1 RM.52

PERSPECTIVE
Our goal for all future patients undergoing ACI is a preoperative standard evaluation by a physical therapist. Furthermore, strength testing should be implemented to
evaluate basic presurgical strength capacities and survey

Figure 12. Sensorimotor training: coordinative exercises on
unstable ground (Airex Balance Board, Gaugler und Lutz,
Aalen, Germany)
the rehabilitation progress. As there is a lack of scientific
evidence concerning the relationship between preoperative
strength capacities and postoperative outcome in ACI
patients, preoperative strength measurements are also of
high interest for further investigations. These data may
affect the decision on the optimal time and preconditioning
for surgical interventions. Furthermore, criteria for progression to the next rehabilitation phase should be better
defined. We encourage high-quality studies on the topic
of rehabilitation after cartilage repair.
Increasing scientific evidence will lead to further
improvement of the rehabilitation protocols for patients
who undergo cartilage repair in the future.
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